Promoting **Fair Play** with CSIT

Katarina Raczova
EFPM
Green Card

Daniel Bajada of Malta Green Card winner at European Table Tennis Youth Championship
Photography Competition in Slovakia

Team Talentum: “Rescue: our robots help saving lives”
Photography Competition in Slovakia

Ján Uchál: „Starina reservoir - a water reservoir in eastern Slovakia. It is the most important source of drinking water in the area.”

Arno Hubac (under-water camera): “Hornad/ Hernád - the river is 286 km long, with 178 km located in Slovakia, and the remaining 108 km in Hungary”
Photography Competition in Slovakia

David Kralik:
„Football tournament for children again racism“
EFPM & CSIT Photo Competition: « Moment for Future

Sustainability & fair play

Vote for winning photography by liking the picture!
Thank you for your attention!